
*Note: measurements are in centimetres and are approximate only.  Explanation: LAF and RAF: Left Arm Facing and Right Arm Facing; as you stand in  
front of the sofa the arm will be on  either the left or right side of the modular component. Please refer to website for care instructions: www.freedom.com.au 
While we aim to ensure that the information on this tearsheet is correct at the time of printing, it is sometimes necessary  for changes to be made to product 
specifications. To avoid disappointment, we suggest that you obtain confirmation of  product specifications and availability with your freedom salesperson  
before placing your order. Please refer to website for  care instructions: www.freedom.com.au or www.freedomfurniture.co.nz

Barossa 
Sofa range

Storage ottoman 
w 67  d 67  h 50

3 seat sofa
w 211  d 95  h 88

Armchair
w 91  d 95  h 88

2 seat sofa
w 158  d 95  h 88

THE STORY  
With its classic club-style design, luxurious 
semi-aniline leather and timber legs the  
Barossa sofa will bring instant style to any  
living room, study or bar and entertaining  
area. So cool, you’ll want one in every room. 

MATERIALS 
Frame: Timber
Suspension: Webbing and spring suspension  
Cushion fill: Foam and fibre

FABRIC & COLOURS 
Bendigo; ash, green, ginger, taffy, tan.  
100% leather.
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*Note: measurements are in centimetres and are approximate only. Explanation: LAF and RAF: Left Arm Facing and Right Arm Facing; as you stand in front 
of the sofa the arm will be on either the left or right side of the modular component. While we aim to ensure that the information on this tearsheet is correct 
at the time of printing, it is sometimes necessary for changes to be made to product specifications. To avoid disappointment, we suggest that you obtain 
confirmation of product specifications and availability with your freedom salesperson before placing your order. Please refer to website for care instructions: 
www.freedom.com.au or www.freedomfurniture.co.nz

Bendigo (100% leather) ash, green, ginger, taffy, tan 

2 Seat modular
w 151 d 95 h 89

Chaise modular
w 84 d 161 h 89

2 Seat modular + chaise modular
w 235 d 161 h 89

3 Seat sofa2 Seat sofa

*The leather sofa has 
a seam line shown by 
a broken dotted line.

*top view of chaise 


